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FHSU chosen as site for regional basketball
Ryan Bu«,b•D•D
Sports editor

LlbI'11ry houn

Spring Break hours for
Forsyth Library are as follows:
Saturday, March 18 - Sunday,
March 19: Closed; Monday,
March 20- Friday. March 24:
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.; Saturday.
March 25: 12 p.m. - 4 p.m.;
and Sunday, March 26: 1 p.m.
-9p.m.

Social Work Club

The Social Work Club will

meet at 3:45 p.m. Monday in

Rarick 306. Seniors will be

available to discuss practicum
e~perience.

Special Olympics

The State Special Olympics
Basketball Tournament will be
held March 16. 17 and 18. Volunteers are needed to help with
this three day event. . If you
would like more information
regarding the tournament. volunteering for the tournament
or theAdopt-A-Tearn program.
please contact Steve Keil at
625-5678.
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One act plays

Student directed one act
plays will be presented at 8
p.m. tonight in Felten-Start
Theater, Malloy Hall. Admission is free.

Pitch tournament
The Communication Club

and Lambda Pi Eta will sponsor their second annual pitch
tournament from 7 p.m. to midnight today in the Memorial
Union Cafeteria. The entry fee
is SI Oper team of two people.
Anyone interested call Jody at
628-1069. Natalie at 625-8005
or Dee at 625-9451.
Brown Bag A. A.
Sick and tired of being sick
and tired? Come join us at the
Campus Brown Bag A.A .
group meetings at 11 :30 a.m.
Fridays, Picken 3 I IC. Bring
your lunch and munch while
we share our experience.
strength and hope'

HALO fundral,;er

The Hispanic American
Leadership Organization
(HALO) will be selling enchiladas from noon until 2 p .m .
tomorrow at the CathoIic Campus Center. 506 W. 6th. To
order. call Dina at 623-4540or
contact any HALO memher.
P1ay auditions
Auditions for"E:r.tremitie\."
a play directed by Jason Herl.
will take place at 7 p.m. Monday and Tuesday in Felten-Stan
Theater For scripts. call 62583,42.

Avallable senate ~al,

There arc open c.cnate <.cat~
in the Student Government
A.,MX:iation in the following
areas: Busines., Education and
Office Administration (I). Life
Scien~ ( I l. General Studie\
(2) arid Health (5 ). To apply for
ueat. call 62R- .5 3 I I or stop hy
the SOA office. Fif"t Floor.
Memorial Union.
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Fort Hays State senior forward Dennis Edwards cut, down the net after
winning the championship game of the RMAC Tournament In Denver,
Colo., Saturday night.

Two wins at home are a ll that stands
between the Fort Hays State men's basketball team and a trip to the NCAA D ivision 11
Elite Eight March 22·25 in Louisville, Ky.
FHSU was chosen as the host school for
the Division II North Central Regional this
weekend.
After defeating Mesa State College, 8470, last Saturday to win the Rocky Mountain
Athletic Conference Tournament. the Tigers
(23-6) moved from third to second in the
North Central Region . (See relate d stories,
p.6)
The Tigers' second seed gave them a
first-round bye and tomorrow night they
face third seed North Dakota State.
North Dakota State (21-7) defeated Mesa
State, 85-76 in Fargo, N.D .. Tuesday night in
a regional play-in game.
Tip-o ff for the T igers· regional semifinal
game is set for IO p.m. in Gross Memorial
Coliseum.
The Tigers are 15- 1 in Gross Memorial
Coliseum this season, therefore a home re·
gional can only help the ir chances of reaching the Elite Eight.
FHSU's only home loss of the regu lar
season was to Was hhum University at the
.. Pack the Hou se.. game on December 7.
The Ichabod~ beat the Tigers 106-93.
"There·s no question that it' s hctter to
play on your home tloor. There ' s not a
haskctba ll coach in the world who wouldn ' t
rather play on his home t1oM : · Coac h Gary
Garner said.
"The-.c guys (the FHSU team) are really
tough to beat at home," he said.
Morningside College defeated the University of North Dakota in the other play-in
game. 92-86.
·· - Momi ngsidc (22-7) will face the region ·s
No. I seed Regis University (25·3) in the 8
p.m. semi-final game Saturday night in Gross.
Regis won both of its games in the Colorado Athletic Conference Toummanet last

weekend to preserve its No. I ranking in
the region, but did not put in a bid to host
the regional.
The regional championship game wi ll
be played at 8 p.m. Sunday.
The consolation game will precede the
championship game at 6 p.m.
Ticket Prices for the reg ional games are
$6 for adults and S4 for students.
Adva nced ticket purchases can be made
at the FHSU Athletic Office, the Student
Service Cneter in Memorial Union and
both Dillon ' s locati ons .
FHSU is also the site for the annua l
Class I A State H igh School Basketball
Tournament, and since FHSU was also
chosen as the reg ional site , some schedule
shuffling was required.
Most regio nal semi-final and final
games arc played on Friday and Saturday,
but with the I A finals taking place the
same weekend, the regional games will
now be played on Saturday and Sunda y.
"We have a very good relationship with
the Kansas State Activities A ssociation."
FHSU D irector of Athletics Tom Spicer
said.
"I'd talked beforehand to (Executive
Director) Kaye Pearce about moving up
the times of the I A finals and he was in
agreement that we could do something
like that."
The third place games of the I A state
tournament were changed to 9 a.m . for the
girls and 11 a .m . for the boys.
The girls· championship will take place
a t 2 p.m., and the boys' c ha mpionship w ill
foll ow at 4 p .m.
The e ight first-round games of the I A
state tournamen t were played Wednesday
and Thursday. and the four semifinal games
will be played today .
·'This can be a very positive thing for
the university and the community. It will
give our program some status , and if we
play well, ultimately we could_reach the
Elite Eight and have a shot at ano ther
national championship," Spicer said .

President Hammond addresses campus issues at SGA

Tammi Barrla
Senate reporter

At last night's Student Government Association meeting, Fon
Hays State President Edward Hammond talked about financial aid,
campus housing and safety .
'Toe administration is
very concerned about the
cutbacks in financial aid
at the federal level, also
the acts that are being
taken at the state level
regarding the state bMed scholarship program," Hammond said.
Because FHSU students rank at 80 percent qualification rate for
financial aid, FHSU would be greatly affected by such cutbacks.
"Any tampering or major changes in the financial aid program

could have a real impact on a large number of students," he said .
"Orasticcutback.sarebeing proposed, so we have an uphill battle
on our hands," Hammond said.
Hammond continued, saying he believed the Pell Grant and
Perkins loans will still be here, but regular subsidired loans may
experienu some change.
Answering questions about housing. Hammond said building
new housing by the university would occur only if the private
sector(landlords) did not respond to the students growing need for
addjtional and safe, adequate housing.
"Our position all along has been that the only reason that we
would be building additional student housing is if the private sector
didn't respond," Hammond said.
Currently, there is an investor from Nebraska who made a
commitment to Hammond that he would have a certain number of
additional private sector housing units available hy August.

Hammond responded to this proposal by saying that if the
additional housing was built by the Ne braska man, then the
need for FHSU to build additional ho u sing units will be
reduced.
Hammond said he fe lt the private sector w ould not address
additional housing for fratern ities and fo r handicapped students.
"The fraternities on campus still desire additional
housing . . . so our desire is to go ahead and pro vide adequate
housing for the fraternities," Hammo nd said.
Another issue was housing for the handicapped students.
''There is a need on campus for hand icapped accessi ble
housing.·· he ~id.
The earliest the university would have anything built

See SGA/p. 8

Plans for new identification card announced
RIU•

•Students Status so they can order
transcripts and class schedules.
•Students digitized photo that could
Fort Hays State is taking another he used for the yearbook photographs.
leap into "high tech. high touch" with
•To make the tuition and fee pay·the introduction of the new Univer- ment proceu easier as financial aid
sity Card. announced Monday morn- monie~ and student paychecks may
ing .
be directly deposited in students' debit
The University Card i!. the result accounts .
of a project that FHSU President Ed•An off line code that contains
ward Hammond has been working on deposited cash that can be withdrawn
for the past IO years to replace the for immediate use for vending matraditional student identification card . chines. laundry faculties. copien in
The University Card will replace other locations, and collection
the old ~tudent identification card that money from financial aid.
is currently used for food service plans.
•Security access to re.,;idence halls
as an activity card, and for checking or other buildings.
books and material out of the library.
•Meal and nexi-<:a5h food plans.
The Univeniry Card will be fully
•Activity card to J&ln access to
equipped by fall scmeata.
events or to purchase tickets for events
The card contains oaea tbal will be on e&mpus.
implimentcd immedia&ely and othen
-0.us attendance and laboratory
that will start at a Iller date. 'These admittance.
uses are:
•Use of Student Government
•Identification number.
A.\sociation•s votin&. surveys or polls.
-card holder number.
•Purchase merchandise from area
•Pin number for security purpo~. merchants participating.
such withdrawing money.
merchants that wi1h to t,e
•AT&T calling card number with involved when the
impleprin1cd in~tructions.
mented ,houldcontact the Commerce
•Librat'y number for checkin1 oul Bank by mid-June to lip up.
boob and other materials, paying for
"We are pleated to join with Comcopiers and ru~.
merce Bank and AT&T to offer en-

Suan K.

Staff writer

hanced services to our , tudents. and to
he the first in the state to implement
such a system:· Hammond said.
Hammond said. "In fac t FHSU will
he the first college in the midwc,l to
use this application technology.
'ihecard will he a full ~rv1ce card
without the danger of ovcreittend ing
one· s financial ability and without in~rest rates."
The cards will be issued free to

contin uing ~tudcnts at FHSU and will
he SS.00 to new students.
"This summer term two te!'. t trials
\A,'JII he co nduc ted hcfore the cards
hecorne totally operatio nal. so all the
hup can he worked out:· Hammond
,aid.
"The card holds a di~iti,.cd photo
that can he retained in a photo system
(for future use) which we don' t currently have," Hammond said.

" Student, w ill be ahlc lo deposit
funds in a n account. and will be a ble
to draw from those funds for d ifferent
purcha~s by using the card. vi nually
eliminating the need to carry cash.
check.books, or other credit cards ,"
Hammond said.
"There will be Service Card Centers located in three areas o n campu,:

See Card/ p. B
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NTERTAINMENT
Academy Award movies not
all shown at Hays theatres
Byron Shook
Staff writer

FREDHUNT/Unlvw91ty LMder ·

In character

You've heard the story.
You've seen the preview.
You've been waiting for the movie
to come to Hays, but it never arrives.
With the Academy Awards being
presented at 8 p.m. March 27 on ABC,
there arc questions why certain movies never come to Hays.
According to Bill Robinson, manager or the Fox Theatre, Hays lies
primarily in the Bible Belt and has a
Catholic, conservative mix of people.
"You won't see an NC-17 movie in
Hays," Robinson said.
Robinson said that Hays is in a
market for films that open widely
across the US. Usually if a film opens
in l,OOOormorc theatres, it will come
to Hays.
"Miranda Richardson, of 'Tom and
Viv,' has been nominated for best
actress, but it was only released in two
theatres across the United States. It
won't make it to Hays because Hays
is not an artistic community.
"Film companies want to see how a
film docs in the bigger towns before
the smaller towns getthem,'' Robinson
said.
"Pulp Fiction" was nominated for
seven Academy Awards including
Best Picture-, but was only released in
15 theatres nation wide in October.
"Mass audience appeal and the
number of prints available arc the
biggest factors in deciding what movies Hays will get," Robinson said.
Audience demographics also play
a role in deciding which movies make
it to Hays.
''The film companies from California have film distribution divisions
across the U.S. One of ~..m. is in
Kansas City. We get our films di-

,,.

Mark J. Dolezal
Circulation manager
Those yearn ing for classical music
perfonned by exceptional local talent
should not miss the Hays Symphony
Spring Concert.
The concert. presented by the Fort
Hays State department of music. will
be performed at 3 p.m. Sunday in
Beach/Schmidt Performing Arts Center.
The symphony will perform Symphony No. 104 in D Major"London,"
by Franl Joseph Haydn as well as
Violin Concerto in D Major, Op. 61.
by Ludwig von Beethoven, which wilt
feature Arthur Pranno, instructor of
music, as the featured ·violinist.
According to Lynne Albers. chairpcr.;on of the publicity committee for
the Hays Sy mphony Guild. Inc ..
Pranno is an exceptional uilent and i\
well worth the price of admission.
"We: are fortu nale that someone as
talented a.\ Art <Pranno)ha~cho~n to
he at Fon Hayi.:· Albers said.
Pranno has scr.-cd a.5 an instructor
of violin at FHSU since 1989 and has
r.crfonned with the Center for New
!'-iusic, Phoenix Symphony. Phoenix
ChamberOrches1ra. Lyric Opera Theatre and numerous instrument cn~mbl~.
Alben al so had wonh or praise for
the conductor of the Hays Symphony.
Julian Shew, asiiswit profeuor of

onanKantt
6weebfor

S19
62.5-4718
Sun Yi's T .K .D.
217 W. 10th
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UN1TY CANDLES

"We had to send a check for $5000
before we got 'Jurassic Park.·' Some
film companies want 60. 70 or even
80 percent of the highest grossing
week. Then they take a lesser percentage for the next highest week and
so on.
''Thiny-five percent is the lowest
amount. We can make some money
from the movie, but most of our profits come from concessions," Haag

said.

"Just because a movie is a blockbuster doesn ' t mean it will be nominated.
"And even if it is nominated, there
may be a lack of audience appeal,"
said Haag.

CANDLEI\BRAS

TABLECLOTHS
PUNCH BOWLS
FOUNTAINS

Overland Parle sophomore.
The play is direc1ed by Brett
Straight, Hays sophomore.
Straight just finished the lead role
of Dick Dudgeon in the play "'The
Devil's Disciple" which ran atFeltenStart Theater last weekend.
Auditions for the next production
at Felten- Stan will be held at 7:00

p.m. Monday and Tuesday in the theater. Jason Herl will be the director of
"E,;tremities"
by
William
Masuisimone.
The Children's Theate r will
present 'Toe Spider and The Bee" by
Steven Press on March 30 and
31.which will also be directed by
Herl.

601 Vine St.
625-9500

JOIN US FOR GREAT FOOD & FUN!

•aw.•1a1--+-•;-$1.25 Longnecks
IIIFWA -

Chicken Fried Steak. .... $3.25
Sl.25 Wells
6 oz. Filet... ........ ..........$6.50
Beef Enchilada ............ $2.25
-$3.00 Pitchers

1/ 3 lb. Hamburger .......Sl.00
-2 Fer Wells
12 oz. Ribeye ..............$6.50
WEEKEND SPECIALS
iMl·fffj- Free hors d'oeuvres 5:Jo-6:30 p.m.
16 oz.. T-Bone ............$7.99 ..
- -great fun & music!
I I 11

I

I

I \

'

12 oz. Prime Rib ........$8.50
DJ for great fun ck music!

2H0 \'DIS n1IDT CINilNriW. IIIALI. IL\1'1, U
..,.._f(91S)mS90II

... all you need
is us.

Troy and Billie May
SELFDEFENSE

SUND IL

Staffwrttcr

Theatre students have a full schedule for the res1 of March.
Tonight, "New York Minute" will
be pcrfonncd at 8:00 p.m. in Felten
Start Theater. Malloy Hall.
"The play deals with a man that
music.
have university professors also,'' Shew has committed suicide and returns to
Albers said, "He (Shew) is a really said.
tallc to his best friend. that happens to
exciting conductor."
Tickets for the spring concen will be a women," Steve Shapiro, profes"He enjoys the music so much that be available at the door: S4 for adults sor of communication, said.
the audience can't help but do the and S2 for senior citizens.
Jason Herl, Hays graduate student.
same," Albers said.
Students with ID and children age plays the male lead with the female
Shew was enthusiastic about the 12 and under will be admitted free.
lead played by Natalie Vandever,
musical selections and had Pranno in
mind when choosing the music for the
program.
"Of course I discussed (the music)
:~·;.: :!{~v:~:~,f.~.~~~\~:-~
with (Pranno) and we came up with
Praelllll
this program that he fc:cls comfortable doing," Shew said.
Shew said that Beethoven was a
friend and student of Haydn· s. so the
pairing oflhe two worxs made sense.
_.._..llfaOO
The Hays Symphony has 60 mem·
bers and, according to Shew. they
ntlL . .
come from many walks of life.
··tt is a combined university and
community orchestra." Shew said .
'B~'D'E
"We have music majors and nonCOMPLETE
WEDDING SERVICE
music majors. community people who
GOWNS AND VEILS FOR THE BRIDE
have various day-job~ who play inBRIDESMMD DRESSES
struments as a hohhy. and then we:
DYEABLE SHOES

51

Some Stephen King movies do well.
I keep insisting that if we have our
choice of something else we'll play
it."
Financial situations also arise in
negotiating for movies.
"From Universal, we turned down
'Demon Knight' and 'Street Fighter'
when they first came out, when they
were expecting us to play them.
"We couldn't afford to play them
because they lacked audience appeal.
We brought them in later after our
new theatres were done," Haag said.
Last week the Mall Cinema brought
back "Forest Gump."
"It was a blockbuster. It will make
up for some of the bombs we've had,"
Haag said.
"When we have a week or two with
no new films, we try to fill that spot
with a film that has been a major
success."
Haag said a movie will make it to
Hays if there are enough prints.
"Sometimes the terms are too high
and we can't afford the movie.

'New York Minute' directed by student

Performing her character Jay Colby, Marllyn Coffey, associate profeHor of
English, reads her poem "01 Mister h·h-hlndslght" during the Poetry SpHk Out
on Saturday at the Backdoor.

Fort Hays music department to
present Symphony Spring Concert

rcctly from there," he said.
Robinson tells his distributo~ that
Hays has a "cosmopolitan blend of
people."
"Most of the big names such as Mel
Gibson, Sharon Stone, Demi Moort,
Clint Eastwood and Scan Connery do
good in Hays," Robinson said. "Westems usually do well in this area."
Dale Haag. manager of the Mall
Cinema, said, "We try to bring in
quality movies becaU5C that's all some
people want to sec, espcciaJly at
FHSU."
Sometimes a movie will be made
but will not be released fora variety of
reasons.
'"Blue Sky.' with Jessica Lange.
was made three or four years ago by
Orion which was in bankruptcy at the
time. It sat on the shelf and was basically released to qualify for a nomination," Haag said.
He said he has been trying to get
"The Shawshank Redemption" because it has been nominated for Best
Picture, but there arc only three prints
available out of the Kansas City area.
The Mall Cinema has had a lot of
requests for ''Nobody's Fool" with
Paul Newman and Jessica Tandy.
"This is a situation where Paramount
is playing all of its movies at the Fox.
and we take most of the Disney movies.'' Haag said.
Each year 500 or 600 movies arc
made and only five get nominated for
Best Picture.
"We try to get those five. We don't
care about best actor or actress," Haag
said.
"I tell our booker from Dallas what
we like and that WC don'l ever Want
anything like 'Demon Knight,"' Haag
said.
"Personally. I hate horror movies
because of the blood, guts and gore.

628-2831
2716 Plaza Ave.
Hays, KS 67601
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WMn your light corMs

Centennia{ Sa{on

on call

'l.l{timate 'Tan

Look Great by Spring Break!
30 Tans for $60
($2 per session)

1_Your Person.al Can Ctn Ur·
122 Centennial Center

628-4444 or

Hays. KS 67601

625-3337

--

AUTO TECH
GE'c""ER.AL AUT

I I l.lill:2JI
REPAfR

Specializing In:

' - ~ Computer Diagnosis GM VEMK:LES
ELECTRONlC FUFl.. INJECTION

.a.t. .

Mon-Fri 7-5 p.m. ABS BRAKES • AIR CONDrnONING
Sat. by Appt. Only

GM CER I IFIED

Ray & Sheryl Suter

625-6409
317 E. 10th• Hays, KS
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Speaker claims socialists
I

3

on newspaper edit boards

TRAVIS MOAISSE/Unlvenlty Leader

Sylvla Trevino, El Paso, Texas, Junior, and Ibrahim MagaJI, Nigeria eophomore, visit
while attending a party sponsored by Worlds Together.
·

WASHINGTON (AP) - House
Spcuer Newt Gingrich said many
newspaper-editorial boards contain
"socialists" and suggested businesses
reconsider advertising in papers that
oppose their views.
. "I think it's perfectly legitimate in
ii free society for people to decide
where they'll put their money and
their impact," Gingrich said today on
f'ox TV.
. Gingrich declined to identify by
name those he referred to as sociatii;ts, "but I'd be glad to get you a
collection of editorials that only make
sense if people believe that
government's good and the free market is bad."
"Surely you can't really argue that
there aren't a substantial number of
news editorial pages that start from an

extraordinary pro-government, antifree market bias," he said.
Gi~grich told business executives
at a private dinner Monday night that
the establi shmcnt press was the "mortal enemy" of GOP refonners, according to The Washington Post.
The newspaper quoted Gingrich
as saying in an interview Tuesday that
he had told the executives they "need
to find alternative methods" of getting their message across because of
the presence of socialists on many
editorial boards.
When asked in the interview
whether he was advocating an advertising boycott, Gingrich replied he
was merely suggesting that executives who advertise "ought to go to the
publishers and tell them" they dis-

liked the newspapcr' scditorial stance.

Tony Blankley, Gingrich's press

secretary, was quoted as saying the

Georgia Republican has made similar
comments in the past.
He said the speaker's message to
business executives is that "if they
believe in free markets and the newspaper editorializes against free markets, they're under no obligation tu
advcnise. If they think a particular
news outlet is not helpful. 1hey 're not
obliged to continue advenising."
One of Gingrich' s definitions of a
socialist is someone who believes that
raising or lowering taxes has no effect
on economic conduct, Blankley said.
But, Blankley added, according to
the Post, "Certainly there·s nothing
un-American about being a social ist."

Worlds Together to sponsor party Bosnian food shortages critical
help provide tropical treats.
Mike Ediger, sponsor, said the proWorlds Together, a global friend- gram is designed to provide an opporship organization at Fort Hays tunity for international students and
State, is sponsoring a '1'ropical American students to interact and fonn
Fever" party at 7:30 tonight in the friendships, according to a press reMcMindc:s Hall Recreation Room. lease.
The event will feature miniature
"So many times students from difgolf, gamcs andliveentcrtainment. fercnt cultures want to get to know
A $1 contribution at the door will each other but may be intimidated by

TBS tJIIIVERSITY l&\DER

the language barrier or other cir;
cumstanccs," Ediger said in the
release. "We provide a comfortableand structured atmosphere for
them to get to know one another,"
Contact one of the program coordinators, Dusty Fulk, 628-4608;
Sarah Lundin, 628-5213; Sylvia
Trevino, 628-4959:or Alice Hsiao,
628-5430, for more information.

Faculty senate approves relationship
policy, announces payroll change
Karen Meler
Staff writer
The Faculty Senate voted Tuesday
to approve the Consenting Relationship Policy developed by the University Affairs Committee.
This policy applies to any romantic
or sexual relationship in which a professioni\l, power diff~~t!~: ~s.ts.:.
This would include faculty/student,
faculty/slaff, and faculty/administration relationships.
'The policy requires that a superior
be notified any time such a relationship exists. In most cases, the superior notified would be a department
chair.
Manin Shapiro. professor of music, said, 'This is not a radical policy,
we'rejustkccping up with olhercampuscs. lt's notas if we're re-inventing
the wheel."
Faculty Senate President Diana
Koerner said some people have approached her with the suggestion that
Affinnative Action Officer Shala

Bannister be notified instead of a depanment chair.
Shapiro said that under the new
policy an individual could choose to
report the relationship to Bannister.
This is because the policy only states
a superior must be notified, and Bannister is considered a superior.
John Durham, associate professor
of computer infonnation systems,
addressed lhe issue of relationships
which existed before a professional
power differential developed.
"For instance, can my wife enroll
in my class?" he asked.
In other business:
•Bruce Schubert, assistant vice
president for administration and finance. said the university will convert to bi-weekly payroll beginning
Jan . 1996. All university employees,
including students, will receive their
paychecks every other Friday instead
of at the beginning of each month as
they currently
•Koerner spoke briefly regarding
the issue of sexual harassment on

do.
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V.I.P.'s serve as hosts and hostesses for Fort Hays State

.

University. This volunteer group assists in the President's
home and at many important events, greeting guests
and visiting dignitaries.

Application forms are available in the President's
Office, Sheridan Hall 312, for membership in this
prestigious service organization.
Fifteen minute interviews will be individually scheduled for

the afternoon and evening of April 4th & 5th.

Deadline for application is March 27
at 4:30 p.m.

Esquire Salon is looking for students to model
the new hair styles and trends for the 1995 KJI.S
Women's Fair! If interested stop in and fill out an
application and feel
free to call for
additional information.

'Esquire
styfualon
2919 Hall
Haya, KS 67601
(For selected models
lenicea for this event

will be free)

emptied their warehouse, giving away
their last supplies _ two kilograms
(4.4 pounds) of flour per person, Foa
said.
Commenting on the lack of food
and the already weakened condition
of many of those receiving only flour,
Foaasked: "What are you going todo
with it? Mix it with water and fry it?"
Earlier UNHCR staff had been distributing food to hospitals and to especially needy people, but Foa said
now "things arc so bad that we were
forced todo a general distribution .. to
an estimated 200,000 people in the
area.
No truck convoys have reached

campus.
"I spoke with Shala Bannister regarding our sexual harassment policy.
Basically the policy states three
strikes and you're ouL Right now
we're thinking one strike may be
enough," she said.
•Koerner also discussed the class
withdrawal policy, which requires
that students who wish to withdraw
from a
after the fifth week of
class must have a medical reason.
Koerner asked senators to inform
faculty that students who wish to
withdraw from class, but do not have
a medical reason, may go to the appeals committee to ask for permission to withdraw. Provost Rodolfo
Arevalo said that the appeals committee meets every two weeks.
•Addressed the uniformity of depanmcntal/unit tenure and promotion criteria. A motion was passed to
add to chapter three of the FHSU
Faculty Handbook a requirement that
departmenta1/unitfacultydevelopcritcria subject to the approval of the
dean and the provost.
•Rich Hughen, associate professor
o'.philosophy, reported that he spent

the area recently. One nine-truck convoy left bound for Bihac on Feb. 27
but was fired on. and never reached
the region.
"It's mainly the Serbs" who arc
holding up the trucks, she said. Some
interference has come from forces
loyal to Frikret Abdic. a breakaway
Muslim leader who controls portions
of the northwestern enclave.
The U.N. food warehouse in Bihac
is empty, and no clearances ha ve been
received for new con voys to enter the
area, Foa said.
Also. the Bosnian Scrh authorities

See Bosnia/p. 8

clw

See Faculty/ p. 8
BASGALL
Auto & Radiator
REPAIR

-Complete Repair On All Vehicles
•No Job Too Laric Or Too Small
•The utesl In fiquipment & Technology
ENGINE & TRANSMISSION •
BRA~ •A,C. SUSPENSION •
COMPUTER.CJ & ELF.CT1UCAL
SYSTEMS FUEL & IGNTTION

SYSTEMS

TOLLt-KEE

Looking for a new you?

GENEY A (AP) - The embattled
Bihac region of Bosnia faces a critical
hunger problems, the U.N. refugee
agency said Tuesday.
The food shonage in the noJthwestem enclave is '"extremely precarious,.. said Sylvana Foa, spokeswoman for the U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees.
The region has been increasingly
isolated because of continued figh ling bythe Bosnian govemment' sanny
to regain territory lost to renegade
Muslim and to Serb forces in the last
few weeks, according to U.N. observers.
Foa said relief workers had just

1-800-491-0770
2713 Broadway• Hays
913-628-2536
629 E. 8th • Hays
913-625-7082

Music practice

Elodle

Shee1ley,

Haya

JON GROSSMAN/ Unlvef'slty Leeder

1ophomore, and

Lanae

Elliot,

Belolt sophomore,
The ensemble wlll
perform at 3:00 p.m. thl• Sunday In the Beach/Schmidt Performing Arts Center.

concentrate during a rehearHI of the Haya Symphony.

Stressed?

Delta Zeta invites everyone to
attend a speaker on managing
stress and coping tips at 5:45
Monday evening at the Kelly
Center, Picken Hall, Third Floor.
Presented by the Kelly Center.
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Attention FHSU Students!!
FREE housing lists available April 15th. Stop
by our office at 111 W. 11th or call to meet the
NEW STAFF and schedule
an appointment.
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Instructor defends attendance policy

High tech/high touch?

Writer can't find decent
corriputer on campus
T
here are so many chances and improvements that are going to occur in
the next year at the university, it will be
a great change for those returning.
The computer labs arc one thing on campus
that have been ignored.
I'm in a desktop publishing course and use
the lab on the first floor of Rarick. I'm embarrassed for the instlllctor, Suzanne Knorr, every time we enter the lab to start working.
I usually must try at least five computers
before I find one that works and has the
program we use in class.
Knorr apologizes every class period because of some problem. However, it is not her
responsibility or in her power to correct these
things. The only thing that she can do and has
done is report the problems.
Presently there arc 11 students in the class
and only eight computers that work. Only a
few of the computcn have the program that
we need. One day they' 11 be there and the next
the program has been dumped.
rm amaud that the graphics department
won an awaro with the quality of computers
and programs that arc available. The graphics
lab is not the only lab that is scrtwed up.
I used the lab in the basement of Forsyth
Library at the beginning offall semester. I was
not surprised when the computer Jocked up
and I lost all of my material, or when the new
laser printers failed to work several days in a
row.
The lab in McCartney is another mess, and
I refuse to atu:mpt to use them.
I decided ii wasn't worth the headache. l
was lucky and found a friend that has her own
computer not far from my apartment on campus, and she has been kind enough to let me
use it whenever I find the need.

I'm thinking of investing in Whitehall ·
Laboratories (they make
aspirin) since I'm buying them al 500 pills a
shot
I used my friend's
computer and typed severa I pages
using
Wordperfect. saved iton
my disk and ran over 10
Martin Allen, so I could
run off a copy.
Seems
simple
enough, but not at
FHSU. On the second floor, I used an IBM
compatible, found the directory and ordered a
copy printed. There in thecenterofthescreen,
the computer tells me that it can't read the
document.
I found someone who found someone that
was willing to help me try to copy my document. This penon infonned me that they
weren't too familiar with it. but they'd give it
a try.
Aft.er pushing a few keys and puzzling over
it. we discovered the problem. FHSU had
Wordpcrfcct.. but it was .5.0 not 6.0 which I
had originally uaed at my friend's house.
Why, if we're hiJh tech/high touch. do we
not have updated programs?
I was told by an instructor that when money
is donated to purchase computers, there is no
money left for upkeep. I find this difficult to
deal with and I'm not the only one complain-

ing.
So, I'm asking ( no, I'm pleading) could we

please have com put.en that work and updated

programs that someone knows how to operate?
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Dear Editor:

I feel compelled to respond to the attendance policy portion of Susan Riggs' article in the March 3, J995, edition of the
.

leader.

What first caught my attention were her
many references to payment: ", .. I'm
paying them," 11:ie insuuctor of the course
is being paid whether I show up ornot," and
"Ifl pay for the course. the responsi bi Iity co
pass falls on my shoulders and not on the
university."
There it is again - that notion that the
university is some kind of grocery store.
You gu your money, grab what you want,
and leave. But this "consumer model"
doesn't work. An education is not a loafof
bread.
Nor is an education merely a grade on a

test or three hours of credit in a course. A true
edui;ation involves participation. Interaction.
Commitment. Responsibility. And those re·
quire that you, as a student, be in class where you can listen, ask, assert, suggest,
he. fl'fargue,' refute, lea,:n, and yes. even teach.
orihesystemofhighereducation to work,
students must do more than read textbooks
and pass tests. They must panjcjpate - no
matter how much they pay in tuition.
No doubt you have figured out by now that
I am a teacher with attendance policies. And
I don't apologize for them. I do not - contrary to Ms. Riggs' implication - have attendance policies to feed my ego. (1 probably
write letters to the editor to do that 1)
SJUdcnts are honestly the primary reason
for my policies. I know from C)(perience that
students who attend class do better. Period.
So why not require that they attend class'!
I

ii

Why not have policies that foster student
success?
Let me close by saying that requiring
attendance places considerable responsibility on the teacher as well. The teacher must
care whether you're there or noL
The teacher must make class time relevant
and. ideally, interesting. And the teacher
must be human enough to recognize the
legitimacy of certain absences (due to road
conditions, school-sponsored events, sick
children. and so on).
That is, teachers should have policies that
allow missio.: class in some instances. but
not skjgpjng class. Education is a mutual
undertaking: I have to BE THERE, and sodo
you.
Cheryl Hofstetter-Towns
Instructor of English

Student finds instructor's attitude intolerant
Dear Editor:
I am a non-traditional student. roughly
twi~ the age of traditional students. I
don't have the luxury of owning a nice
warm car lo drive to school. I own a
bicycle.
I also suffer from degenerative arthritis
(which often times feels as if my joints arc
full of sand) in both knees and hips. I have
had com:c:tive surgery on my knees three
times in the last five years and take medication daily to help relieve the pain and
inflammation. yet I still manage 10 ride
my bicycle to school even in the foulest

weather!
After all, attending classes is pretty imporW\t. isn't it? In my three years of
attending classes al this univcnity, I have

rarely had a ride to class.
I admit I've missed a few classes over
the yean be.:awe of my arthritis, nu, or
nucy weather. But. by and large, my attendance has bca\ good. And. u per school
policy, I show my inslJ"UCton the respect
and COW1CI)' ofinfonning them when I am
unable to attend class. I consider myself a
,mous student and try to do my best in
each clua.
On March 1, a miserably cold. wet,
snowy day, with a high temperature of 19
de,rees and a wind chill of 7 degrees,
(such a miserable day that schools around
the ,ate weft! closing at midday because
of the weather) I wu about four minutes
lac roclaa.
I probebly would have been in clua two
minuta earlier lfI hadn •t stopped outs idc
of claa to remove my Arctic pert&. helffld. insulaled &)ova and book bq.
Comet my losk ifl'm
hen:, but
I thoush( it would be rude and crute
unnecesury dilturbance to do so In the
cl...-oom.
Wheft I finished, I entered the room and
took my le.al M qutetly at pouible. Aft«
clw.lapp.o-:hed ffl)' inaCIIICIOl wfabd

wrona

If it t,ould be pcmiNe to take the eum

scheduled for the next week. a day earlier
si nee I would not be in class on the day of the

exam.

At the beginning of the semester I informed each of my instructors thar I would
be taking off a week early for spring break.
None of my instructors (including this one)
had a problem with this if I was up lo date
with my school work. (1 am.)
He doesn't remember me telling him of
my plans, but I guess that's because. he rold
me, "his memory is only a week long."
When I asked if I might take the cum
early I was (in the presence of other students) chastised like an adolescent for several things.
First. I was accused of"marching" through
his class. kicking back. opening a pop. and
"acting like he was an entenainer on TV."
Hecontinucdhisreprimand by informing
me, "Absolutely no food or drink was allowed in that building," as a classmate standing three feel away rook a sip of her Pep~i.
Ncedles.s to say. I was a bit startled by his
tirade. Had I roller-bladed into hi~ cla,;s, I
would have understood his re~tincss. But I
didn't roller-blade into his class because of
the large notice stating, "Absolutely no
roller-blading allowed in this building;·
which is prominently displayed next to the
~nack and soda machin~ downstain.
Second, in a belittlin1 manner, I was told
that "an instructor would have to becruy to
allow a student to take an exam a day before
the rest of the class."
Upon reflectioo I ean see the logic of not
allowing a ,tudellt 10 take an exam before
the rest of the class. But since l wu leaving
the ,tate early the next morning, I didn't stt
anything wrona with rny request.
What wu wron1wu the manner in whkh
he answered me. I wu thoroughly insulted
tnd anSC'ffd II his inference that I would
cheat on an exam I
I believe the lnstrueton who know me
would be very swprised at the implication
that I would ct.t on an eum. r totally
abhor cheatina and/or plqiarism 1 I work

very hard to get the grades that I do and I'm
damn proud of them.
Nellt, I was informed that I was rude to
expect an instructor to go out of his way to
allow a student to take an exam simply to
accommodate his (the: student's) leisure
schedule.
[ did not expect or demand anything! I
asked a question. I was also informed that a.s
a student I needed to decide what was important. going on a vacation with my family
or attending his class.
For the first time (my dad retired last
December). in 45 years of back brcak.ing
work. my parents finally have the opportu·
nity to treat me and my siblings to a real
vacation. five days in Hawaii.
Due to seasonal rates, this time of year
was the only time feasible. I have lived in
this town for seven ycar5 and in duit time I
have seen my family just twice (they live in
California). I do know what's important. To

me'

The teacher had nonght to bclinJerne for
taking this opportunity to spend time with
my family, instead of listening 10 music.
I would not treat anyone else in this manner, nor do I ellpect to be treated as such,
especially by a university instructor.
He is a person I respect, admire, and who
1 believe is a credit to his profcssiotl. Too
many in!ltructon teach simply by
and
any instructor who can turn a nonnally
dreary gcn-ed class into an inltteltina. enlataining cou~ definitely has my admiration.
I admire and respect his knowledre. in1iJht and enthusia.,m. and enjoy attendina
his class. My intent i1 not to belittle his clau
in any way.
I rully do undent&nd the importance of
ge~ classes and a well-rounded~
lion. I just feel that I didn •t cte.erve to be
treated in this rnanntt. especially in the
pre,ence of o<her students.
Tom Tourville

San Joie., Cal., junior

\
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Multiculturalism

Mel's

Senator's voting record causes concern
E

a multiculturalism
class. There is little opposition to providin1
the class as an elective
or teaching multiculturalism in ocher cluses.
(Obviously multiculturalism has no bearing
on a math class and
wouldn't need to be
taught theie.)
Only a small handful
arc opposed to multiculturalism altogether,
and even fewer would
admit it. (Admitting it would be ra1her like
standing up and saying, "Yes, I am a bigot."
Who's going to admit that?)
And there is probably only one or two, if
any, who think an organization should be
denied funding because it has something todo
with multicultural issues.
In addition, I .would think that denying
funds to an organiz.ation because of its cultural leaning falls under the same laws that
prohibit the hiring and firing of an individual
based on race, gender, etc.
Dolezal, who represents the whole student
body and not just a fractional minority, has
displayed a pattern of voting against any appropriations bill for any organization that
mentions they will be learning about or teaching multicultural issues.

artier this semester I bad the honor
of becoming a Humanities senator in
the Student Government Association.
lfyou are an art, art education, communication, English, modem languages, music,
music education or philosophy major, I represent you in SGA.
My purpose in writing this column is to
remind senators and students that an SGA
senator is ~ponsiblc for representing the
views of all students or at least those within
his or her specific field, not just the opinions
of students who agree with the senator's
personal opinion. Once an individual is
elected as a senator they forfeit the right to
represent their personal opinions in SGA.
Many people would disagree, saying the
senator was elected presumably because their
opinion is that of their constituents and they
should use their opinions when \loting.
Naturally there is oo way 10 completely
keep personal opinion out of decisions, but
the line must be drawn somewhere. If a
representative votes without considering what
their constituents belie\le, or knowingly votes
against what the majority of those constituents want, then that representative is no longer
representing his/her constituents.
As an example, I have heard of a United
States Senator who out of conscience voted
against the wishes of the majority of his
constituents. In a way, this example proves
my point because after voting against his
constituents he admitted he no longer represented them and so resigned his position.
It is the responsibility of the students to
make sure their representative knows their
beliefs and is actually representing what they
want and believe instead of just presenting
his or her own opinions.

A great deal olmy motivation for writing
this is as a result of the recent voting record
of Mark Dolezal, SGA At-larae senator. For
the tccord, an At-large senator's field or
representation is the entire student body:
every student, every department
DoleuJ has repeatedly, in SGA and in his
letters to the editor and columns, expressed
an extreme opposition to any class or teaching of multiculturalism.
From what I' \IC observed the majority of
the student body is only opposed to requiring

Despite the evidence, ht may deny that
this is his motivation, but frankly. 1 would
love to hear him come up with some valid
reason, based on the desires of the student
body. to justify his voting practices.
I am not the only senator who has observed
this behavior and come to the same conclusion. I have been able to predict with startling
accuracy, using his opinions of multiculturalism as a guideline, which appropriations bills
he will \lotc against.
Last week, for example, he voted against an
appropriations bill for HALO. You tell me,
how docs the Hispanic American Leadenhip
Organization avoid dealing with cultural issues?ls that any reason todr.ny them funding?
(They did get their money, by the way. No one
else \loted against them. but that is hardly the
point.)
Two weeks before, he voled against • bill

for Lamda Pi Eta. the communications honorary, after they mentioned that some of the
papers they would be presenting at their conference would contain aspects of multiculturalism.
I'm not writing this to belittle Doleul;
there is nothing personal in my writing this
column. 1 am simply incensed at the way he
ls misrcpn:scnting the itudents.

He la enddcd to bis penonal opinion, and
whether Iagrce or disagree is irrclevan t. If his
opinion agrees with that of the majority of the
student body then I have no complaint.
'The problem is that h4I is not entitled to vote
based solely on his personal opinion or the
opinion of the few that might agree with him.
If he can't be objective with those organizations, he needs to abstain from the vote. By
voting against them because of his own biases, he is misrepresenting the students and
abwing his power as a senator.
'The students of Fort Hays State U nivcrsity
need to know how they arc being represented.
Doleul is your voice in SGA. When he
votes "no" on bills dealing with multiculturalism, it is the same as ifhe were standing up and
saying, "'The students at FHSU do not want
these organizations to ·receive funding because of their involvement in multiculturalism."
To the students I say, you have a responsibility to yourscl ves. to each other and 10 future
students to stand up and insure that you are
being represented, corr~tly.
To Mark Dolezal, yoJhave a responsibility
to All the students to represent their opinions and concerns, not your own.
Finally, to all the senators of SGA, you arc
each entitled to personal opinion. If you feel
the need to express them, write a column or
tell your friends, but when you come into
SGA leave your personal opinions at home.
As Audrey Nogle, SGA president, said at
the first SGA meeting of the year, "When we
were elected, we were given something \/cry
important by our peers: they gave us their
trust. and with that trust comes responsibility.
"I believe in the students' ability to create
change here. I believe in the students' ability
to make this a university that works for them.
that ii\les them the kind of education that they
wanL And I believe in our (SGA' s) ability to
help them get it."

House takes up prodUct liability bill
WASHINGTON (AP)-Aftcr embracing

two GOP bills aimed at reshaping the legal

system, the House today took up the package's
central provision: a measure that would make
it harder for consumers to win product liability damages.
The hotly contested bill would establish a
national unifonn set oflaws on product liability, pre-empting state laws. It also would limit
punitive damages awarded in the vast majority of state and federal civil lawsuits, not just
product liability suits, to $250,000 or three
times the economic damages, whichever is
greater.
As lawmakers have debated the three "Contract With America" legal measures this week,
a fierce lobbying battle by business, consumer and legal groups has swirled around
them.
American business has unsuccessfully
come to Congress for more than a decade with
appeals to limit product liability awards and
punitive damages in lawsuits. Now, with Republicans in control, business sees a chance
for victory and has pulled out all the lobbying
stops.
Consumer groups and the nation's 60,000
trial lawyers oppose the legislation, saying it
would deprive ordinary citizens of legal redress if they arc hanned by dangerous products and would u!urp states' righu.
"For too long this nation has capitulated to
the power of Ralph Nader and the trial lawyers," Rep. John Linder, R-Ga., said today on
the House floor.
Rep. Joseph Mou.Icy. D-Ma!;s., rctoned

-·
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that the bill would "give Wall Street a handout glass.... Is it pro-consumer to pre-empt every
at the expense of Main Street."
jury in every state in America? This sticks it to
"Let's look at the people represented by average Americans again."
Earlier Wednesday. the House approved
the trial lawyers: the elderly. the women,
major changes in federal securities laws aimed
middle-income Americans," MoakJcy said.
The Clinton administration has called the at restricting fraud lawsuit! filed by shareRepublican proposals unfair to consumers.
holders. The bill passed 325-99. The margin
Attorney General Janet Reno said today exceeded the votes necessary to override a
the administration looks forward to working presidential veto, which has been hinted by
with the Senate when the revisions are taken the White House.
The House on Tu~ay passed the third
up in that body. She particularly attacked a
related measure passed Tuesday that could bill, designed to pressure combatants in lawmake those who bring losing lawsuits arid suits to settle their differences shon of costly
even some successful lawsuits pay the legal trials. The measure was adopted 232-193 in a
mostly party-line vote.
costs of their opponents.
Reno said this fee-shifting measure "would
1llc product liability bill would allow pugive advantages to corporations with a lot of nitive damages only for conduct "specifically
money who could ... outspend an average intended to cause harm" or showing a "concitizen who wanted access to our courts. I scious, flagrant indifference to the safety of
think it's very important that we make sure others." Under the measure, companies could
that ... a large corporation can't keep the be held liable for no more than their share of
middle class of America out of court."
any harm suffered. Damages could be reBut proponents say the product liability duced if a product was misused, or barred
measure is needed 10 free business from a altogether if an accident was caused by drug
patchwork ofsw.e laws and to stem the growth or alcohol abuse.
of court-dogging lawsuits.
The bill also would establish a "statute of
'This is an historic debate," Rep. Henry repose" that would protect manufacturcn from
Hyde, R-lll .. chairman of the House Judiciary being sued for damages more than 15 years
Committee, said Wednesday night. "l.Awsuit after they made a product, unless the product
abuse saps our economy, eliminates jobs .. . caused a chronic illnc~~pits neighbor against neighbor. injures our
ln a lcrter to lawma~rs. Public Citizen. a
country's global competitiveness."
con5umer group founded by Nader. said the
Countered Oregon Democrat Rep. Peter bill would impo~ "federal regulation of state
DcFaz.io: "If you think this bill is pro-con- judges and juries in the most sweeping usursumcr. you' ve stepped through the looking pation of state judicial authority since adoption of the Constitution."

Dear Mel,
My boyfriend is too nice. I know this sounds crazy, but instead oflooking for Mr. Right
I'm always attraetcd to Mr. Wrong. My roommates trunk I should be committed because
I'm actually turned off by loving gestures such as flowers or cards. I just know that one
of these days I'm going to cheat on my boyfriend and I don• t want to hurt him, but neither
do I want to be a1onc. This probably sounds selfish, please help!
·Confused About love
Dear Contused,

You're right, I think it sounds very crazy. It's women like you, who chase Mr. Wrong,
that give caring men, like myself, a bad reputation. I suggest you let your innocent
boyfriend off the hook. I find it appalline that you would keep him around just because
you're lonely. If you're so afraid of being alone while you search for Mr. Wrong, I hear
a goldfish makes a nice companion.
Dear Mel,

I've got a friend whose roommate has no life. Whenever my friends and I want to do
something, he always tags along. He doesn't ask ifhe can come, he just docs it. It would
be OK but he's so obnoxious and a "KNOW IT ALL."
Nobody likes him and he ruins our fun e\lcry time. Ifhe could just act regular and not
try to be so damn perfect, it would be OK. Everythinghedoesorknows is right. You can't
argue with him because no matter what, he still says he is right. His family acts the same
way.
We even began to hide from him and to tell him we're going one place when we really
take off somewhere else. We go out of our way to be mean and cruel but he laughs it off
and keeps bothering us.
Should we justtell him we don't want him around or do we just keep doing what we' re
doing now? Something must be done because I'm never enjoying myself, he's always
following us everywhere. This guy is just weird and l can't handle it, nor my friends .
Please help!
Very Fed Up

Dear Very F~ Up,
It sounds like you arc in a pretty sticky situation. It also sounds like you have been sidcslepping the problem instead of dealing with it. I think you should be honest with your
friend's roommate. Confront him in a non-hostile manner and simply explain to him that
he is getting on your nerves.
Ignoring his "know it all" attitude is another solution to your problem. Don't become
easy prey 10 his personality. He might have low self~steem and his obno:itious behavior
could be his feeble cry for attention. If you and your friends try ignoring him he'll learn
that mayhe he doesn't know as much as he thought. You don't ha\lc to be mean to him.
Just be honest and hopefully he'll straighten his act out.
Dear Mel,

My dad expects me to take over the family business after I graduate. I, on the other hand
have no desire to become a 9 to 5 man who wears a suit and tic C\leryday. l have always
wanted to teach elerM9wy school. I don't know how to tell my parents, particularly my
dad, without hurting their feelings.
:Caught in the middle

Dear Caught,
Just be honest. Mel strongly believes that honesty is the best policy. Look at it this way.
would you rather hurt their feelings a little now or spend a large portion of your life in
misery. I disappointed my dad by not becoming a worldly chef, but I enjoy flipping my
greasy hamburgers every day. I think your parents will be happy when they know you're
happy. They just need 10 realize your life is not theirs.

Dear Mel,
What do you consider a romantic evening?
Curious

Dear Curious,

A bottle of wine (Boone·s Farm will do). mood music (twangy country) and a special

woman (anybody willing).

An yon~ who has a problem and would like Mel's advice should write to:
Md's Diner do The University uader Picken 104
Fon Hays State Uni,·ersil)· ,600 Park Street, Hays, KS 67601

Lawrence decides not to vote
on sexual orientation ordinance
LAWRENCE. Kan . (AP)-The Lawrence
City Commission has decided not to vote on a
proposal to add sexual orientation to the city's
human relations ordinance.
The commission's decision Tuesday night
effectively ends a four-month effort to add
homo~J.uals to the ordinance this year.
Commissioner Doug Compton said last
week he would call for a vote on the issue as
~n as possihle. But Tuesday night, Compton
deferred to other commissioners. who declined to talce up the issue.
"With fi\lc or six meetings left in the tenure
of this commission. it just docsn 't seem like a

• 1 I 2 price any soft drink
3-4 p.m. Mon.·Fri.

• Chicken & Tots

$1.99

IU •2 Burger, 2 Fries, 2 Mec;i Drinks $5.69
•Burger, Fries,&Med. Drink$2.99

"No place hops like Sonic!"

Coors

Old Milwaukee

$12~

$8 fill

24 pk. cans

• Footlong, Fries, Med. Drink $3.59

e-:,._

wise use of our time right now," Commissioner Bob Schulte said.
The: law would have allowed the city 10
invcstigatecomplainufrompcoplewhoclaim
discrimination in housing, employment and
public accommodations because of their
sexual orientation.
"Wc think human right~ arc not issues to be
taken lightly, and it is an issue tha1 has bct:n
taken lightly.'' said Ben Zimmerinan. a leader
of the effort. "We have been whipsawed."
Zimmerman and other gay right, advocates criticized the commission for its handling of the iuuc.
Lorraine Moore, president of
Lawrence Parents. Friends and
Families of Lesbians and Gays.
blamed the delay on the "political
maneuvering!M of Compton. who ir.
seeking re-election April 4.
"Su~ly the righu of our roni and
daughtcn merit as much attention
a.s the umbrellas that v.-ere dis.cussed
here a few woelu ago," !he said,
referring to a boisterous public heating recently concemin1 yud an
out5idc an East L a ~ home .

24 pk. cans

Miller

Natural Light

$12iS

$8 28

24

pk. cans

2801 Hall Street

24 pk. cans

628-2161
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Tigers to meet North Dakota State in regional semifinal
RJllD Buchanan
Sports editor
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From this point on one team is
going on and one team is going home.
The Tiger men's basketball team
hopes to be the team going on as it
meets North Dakota State University
tomorrow night in the semifinal game
of the North Central Regional.
The iigers enter the game with a
23-6 record and are seeded second in
the region.
North Dakota State (21-7)the third
seed in the region, defeated Mesa
State, 85- 76 in Fargo, N.D., Tuesday
night in a regional play-in game.
Tip-off for the Tigers' regional
semifinal game is set for 10 p.m. in
Gross Memorial Coliseum.
FHSU was chosen as the site for
the North Central Regional, giving
the Tigers a first-round bye and an
important home court advantage.
The Tigers are 15-1 in Gross Memorial Coliseum this season.
Their only home loss was to
Washburn University Dec. 7 when
!he lchabods beat the Tigers 106-93.
North Dakota State could pose a
problem for FHSU in two areas, size
and perimeter shooting.
The Sioux stan three players over
6-5 and shoot 40 percent from threepoint range as a team.
North Dakota State went 15-22
from three point range against Mesa

-
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.
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TRAVIS MOAISSE / Untveratty lNder

The Fort Hays State men's basketball team celebrates after winning the. champlonahlp game of the RMAC
Tournament In Denver, Colo., Saturday night.

State Tuesday night.
"There's no question we're going to have trouble with their size,
but they could have trouble with
our quickness." Coach Gary Garner said.
"They shoot the ball a lot beuer
on the perimeter than we do," he
said.
This is the closest Gamer has
ever been to the Elite Eight as a
head coach.
"To be two games away from
the Eli le Eight for either a player or
a coach is just so exciting," Garner
said.
"Our senior have one chance to
do it, and I' m sure their very determined and in their minds they can ·1
be beat," Garner said.
The other semifinal game will
match the No. 1 seed in the region.
RegisUniversity(25-3)againstNo.
4 Morningside University (22-7)
at 8 p.m. tomorrow.
Morningside defeated North
Dakota University 92-86 in the
first-round play Tuesday.
The winners of the two semifinal games will meet in the finals at
8 p.m. Sunday.
The regional champion will advance to the NCAA Division II
Elite Eight in Louisville. Ky.
"'When you get to this point in
the season, every team's going 10
be good," Gamer said.

FHSU receives automatic berth ,ir.:/t{{:,[J.)2.Jf:{{,::li \ ,J)'j::{-l\,\;) ·;:_: : ..·,: : . :i ·..·. ·. ;·.· .,
~-~i;, :? ,1~~P~~}~~µ~m~~~;::~y1s.Jptl\ll\M¢~'s,..-:·:

R:,an Buchanan
Sports editor

Tomorrow night the Fort Hays
State basketball team will attempt
to get one step closer to the NCAA
Division II Elite Eight.
But they wouldn't be in this
situation if it hadn ·t been for their
championship performance in the
Rocky Mountain Athletic Conference Tournament.
Last Friday the Tigers rallied
from a 14-pointsecond half deficit
10 defeat the University of Nebraska-Kearney. 85-79, in the
semifinals.
The semifinal win advanced the
Tigers 10 Saturday's finals. where
they hit nine three-pointers and led
by as many as 19 points to defeat
Mesa State College, 84-70.
The wumamcnt championship
moved the Tigers from third to
second in the North Central Region and gave them an automatic
berth to the NCAA Division JI
Regional Playoffs that begin tomorrow.
"Winning that tournament was
important for ~o many reasons,"
Coach Gary Garner said.
"One, it gave us a home coun
advantage. Two. we got a bye in

McKel vey matched Goldston with
the first round. Three. it gives us a lot
of momentum going into the NCAA I6 points, including 3-6 from threeTournament.
point range.
"There was so much riding on us
Junior guardGeoffEckalsohas 16
winning that tournament," Gamer points, including three three-pointsaid.
ers.
Edwards scored 10 points, pulled
Senior forward Dennis Edwards.
senior guard Steven McKelvcy and down IO rebollnd~-Bfld~-up.~ix
sophomore center Alonzo Gold.sron assists jn.what Gamer called "hfs best.. ,,,
were selected to the RMAC All-Tour- defertsh·c'fiefforrnance of the yeat." •
Junior guard Chad Creamer. who
nament Team.
Goldston led the Tigers averaging tends to step up in big games, didjt.1Sl
22 point~ and IO rebounds in the two that, following in double figures with
games, including 28 points and I J I5 points. and hit!ing 3-6 from threepoint range.
rebound game against Kearney.
"Some teams improve all year long
Goldston led the Tigers in their
and some teams don't. We have con· sem if inal game Friday agai nst
tinued to improve all year lung. and I Kearney with 28 points. 13 rebounds
think we 've improved a lot more than and three hlocked shots.
other teams because or Alon,o," GarEdwards followed with 25 points,
and junior guard Chapanez Hale
ner said.
"He makes u~ hcttcr in every cat- scored 11 poi nL~ .
egory and he ha~ improved im Edwards has been named to the
mensely,'' he said .
National Association of Basketball
Edwards highlighted Goldston's Coaches/Sears Division JI AII-Nonh
performance against Kearney with 25 Central District learn as well as RMAC
points and averaged 19 points over Player of the Year for t.he second
the weekend,
consecutive season .
The Tigers came together a.~ a team
Edward~ is currently the nation's
in the finals game agai nst Mesa State third leading scorer in NCAA Divias five players scored in doutilc fig- sion JI.
ures.
Goldston was named to the second
Goldston had 16 points and hlockcd team All-RMAC, and Eck received
four shots.
honorable mention
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FHSU women miss chance at playoffs by one point
Rya11 Buchanan
Sports editor
1lie Fort Hays State woRlen ·s ba.sk.ctbaJI team c ~ just two points
from an automatic berth to the NCAA
Division n Regional Playoffs losing
81-80 to Chadron St.a~ in the fin ah of
the Rocky Mountain Athletic Confcrenc~ ToumAmenl la.st Saturday.
Senior auard Lacy Orphin hit a
jump shoe withjmt 16 second remaining in double overtime to put Chadron
State up by one.
Orphin, the toomamcnt M<XI V aluable P1ayer scored 31 points to I ~
Chadron Swe's win over the Tigen.
"Lacy Orphin just played well at
the end of the Jame. Great playen
5tep up at peat momcnu. and that'\
v.hy she's aJTU(player.-Coach Tom
Mahon said.
1l,e 9COl"C WU tied 6 2-6 2 at the end
of regulation 10 tend the pme into its
font overtime.
Orphin made a jumper with 22
second left in the fint overtime to
tend me pme into double overtime
fort ttay• Ital• fr••hmen guard Shelby Hayden la deflltHMd by • Chadron ltat• tied at 68.
playeC" In the ct,amplon•Mp oame of the AMAC Tournament In Denver, Coto., latufday
Then..-. played well delpire the
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Tigers lose in double overtime to Chadron State

night.
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IOU. • four players ,cored ia double

figures .
Senior forward Kris Osthoff led
FHSU with 24 points and 13 rebounds.
followed by senior forward Kristin
Wiebe with l7pointsand 15rcbound~.
Senior guard Tiffany Bunnell and
sophomore guard Mindy Lyne fol lowed with 13 and 10 pt,int~ respectively.
"I'm really proud of our kids. and
\heir effort. We could have very easily have lost that game in regulation.
"When you l<Xe a one-point double
overtime game it just make5 you sicle
to your stomach. But we had our
chances to win the ba.sk.ethall game
and it didn't happen," Mahon said.
~thoff and Wiebe were: named to
the RMAC All-Tournament TCM1und
l1lOfe recently the RMAC's first team.
~ior guard Amy Scoby received
All·RMAC honorable mention.
--We can't dwell on that game . We
have to remember the lhinp we IC·
complishcd. the pat suwn we had
and the share of the conference cham p;onship." Mahon said.
FHSU finished the 1CMOn.with a
· reconi of 2.J-ti and split the RMAC
re,ua. tea.t0n championship with
O\adr'onState.

Sports
at a
glance
• Men·s basketball against
North Dakota State in NCAA
Dlvslon I North Central Regional semifinal, 1O p.m. today In Gross Memorial Coliseum.
• Men's basketball in NCAA
Oivsion II North Central Regional finals (if win today), 8

p.m. tomorrow in Grou
mortal Cd'IMUm.

• BaMt>an agalnlt Untverslty
of Central Oklahoma and
~d<Antral Mlaourl.
2 and 5 p.m., I01'1'10n'OW and
Sunday et Lanta Par1t.

• Track at N C A A ~ II
National lnOoot Championlhlps. lndlanapola. Ind.
• GaM1 1A State H9) School
BalkettlelToumement II day
today and tomorrow. 01"9
third ptae. gamM g a.m. tomorrow, bey's 11 a.m.Glr11
at 2 p.m. te>
morrow with boy'a
to follow It• p.m.
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Baseball team to come out of hibernation

Ryau 8u("bRDRll
Sports editor

Recent snow stonns have forced
the Tiger baseball team into hibernation.
Last weekend's games against
Regis University were cancelled, and
Lhe team has been forced to practice in
the gym for the last two weeks.
1ne last time Fort Hays State practiced or played outside was in its Feb.
26 doubleheader with the University
of Northern Colorado.
However, Lhe Tigers will step out
into the light this weel<end to make
their first home appearance of the

year.

The Tigers will play host to a pair
of high caliber teams this weekend as
the University of Central Missouri
and Lhe University of Central Oklahoma come to Hays for games tomorrow and Sunday at Larks Park.
Tomorrow FHSU will play Central Oklahoma at 2 p.m. and Cenual
Missouri at 5 p.m.

Sunday the Tigers will face CenSunday FHSU will stan right·
tral MJssouri at 2 p.m. and Central handed juniors Cesar Romero and
Oklahoma at 5 p.m.
Curtis VonLintel.
Central Oklahoma is currently
"As good as those two teams arc,
ranked fourth in the nation in NCAA we also feel that we have a p~lly
Division Il and comes to Hays with a goodteam,andwe'relookingtoprove
spotless 6-0 record.
that to some people this weekend,"
"They're an outstanding baseball Hammeke said.
team. They're just solid all the way
Although the Tigers have been
around. lbey're one of the toughest stuckinsidefortwoweeks,Hammeke
learns in the country," Coach Curtis said they have been able to stay on
Hammeke sa.id.
track.
"It's good for us to play a team of
· "lt sounds funny, but we've really
practiced welloverthe lastfewweelts.
that caliber," he said.
Central Missouri is currently 4-2 Our guys have done a good job of
and defending National Champion in ~ocusedandworkinghard~d
NCAA Division II.
making.the best out of a negauve
"We're certainly going to have our situation," Hammeke said.
hands full this weekend as far as com"I just hope we don't hurt ourpetition goes, but we see that as an selves defensively by not being able
opportunity to make a little bit more todo some of the things that you need
of a name for ourselves," Hamrnekc to be outside to work on," he said.
said.
1hc warm weather al the end of
Right-handed senior Daniel Traffas this week allowed the team to remove
and senior southpaw Brain Thurlow the tarp from the infield at Larks Park
will start on the mound for the Tigers to take ground balls yesterday.
in tomorrow's games.
Hammeke hopes to get in an out-

door practice today if the field is dry
enough.
The snow on the outfield has
melted. but soggy conditions could be
a problem for outfi elders this weekend if there is not enough wind and
warmlh today.
FHSU was scheduled to play host
to Regis University last Saturday and
Sunday, but the games were called off
due to last week's snow stonn.
After being contacted by Kansas
State University Coach Mike Clartc
on Saturday, the Tigers traveJled to
Manhattan.
Although there was no snow at
Kansas State, the team was sent home
when it swtcd raining just after batting practice.
''We're very anxious to play, and
the last time we were anxious to play,
we went out and won games.
"We're excited about playing at
home for the fi.nt time.
"It will be nice to see what it's like
to have the last at bat," Hammeke
said.

Mid-season transfer becomes All-American
SUNDK.Rlaa

Staff writer

The NCAA Division 11 National
Chapionships were held March 4 and
S in Kearney, Neb.
Josh Gooch, Wellington sophomore heavyweight, placed seventh,
qualifying him as All-American.
He won his first, third and fifth
matches enroute to the seventh place
finsh.
He became Lhe second All-American from Fort Hays State after joining
the team at mid-.season.
Last year Ben Loggains became
FHSU's first All-American.
"As a speech communication· edu·
cation major. I hope to teach and
coach either high school football and

wrestling or college football,'' Gooch.
sporting a black eye from the championships. said.
"I like Hays. It's not too small and
it's not too big. The people I've met
have treated me really nice," Gooch
said.
Gooch am vcd after the start of Lhe
season, transfering this semester after
receiving a scholarship to wrestle and
play football as an inside linebacker
Gooch• s parents Ii ve in Wellington,
but his falher, sister Bridgette, and
niece Tyler, attended the national
championship in Nebraska.
"Tyler is my biggest fan at oneyear-old, she's been to every one of
my football games since she was
born," Gooch said.
Gooch, 2J-years·old. is a very

modest athlete and docs not like to
talk about his accomplishments.
"l don't think that you should boast
about yourself. My dad and mom
brought me up to take everything as it
comes and be thankful."
If he had to give advice to incoming athletes it would be to "just be
friendly and treat everyone with respect and you'll get the same respect
in return," Gooch said.
Gooch said that he has been involved in sports since he was sixyears.old and hopes to always be involved.
Gooch looks forward to moving
intoan apartment next semester where
he can have a kitchen, where he enjoys cooking Mexican food and to
grill outside.

FRED HUNT / Un!Yerslty Leeder

Senior track1ter Scott Wlchael runs duri ng the Indoor
track meet on Wedneaday Feb. 15.

Three tracksters to
compete in nationals
Scott Aust
Editor In chief

*Brass Rail Employees & Management wish
all FHSU students a Happy Spring Break!

TUESDAY

DR.K

SCREAMING
ORGASM
CONTEST

NITE

MAR.16th

We'll Even Turn Off
The Lights During Our
Contest!

Sign up at
the bar today'

Win

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

TIGHTJEAN
CONTEST

UNCLE
JAKE

OOUBIE

March 15
$100Cash
Prize

CHEF.8EBURGER
SPECIAL

$1~FF

Any of our
DOUBLE

BURGERS

Three Tiger indoor track and field
athletes are competing this weekend
at the National Indoor Championships
in Indianapolis.
Keith Eck. Goddard sophomore;
Chris Smith, Gypsum senior; and Matt
Bond, Washington senior. qualified
for the championships after hitting
provisional marks.
Ed will compete in the 55·meter
hurdles and the long jump. His provisional mark in the long jump was a
school record jump of 24 feet. 3 1/2
inches. His provisional in the hurdles
was 7.60 seconds.
Smith wil l compete in the 800meter. His provisional time was I
minute, 52.8 seconds.
Bond qualified in the shot put with

heave of 53 feet, 6 3/4 inches.
Running events and the long j ump
began today and the shot put will be
held tomorrow.
Five olher men had provisional
qualifying marks but were not selected for Lhe national championship
field.
Jeremy Hawks, Nonon sophomore,
qualified in the shot put (53 feet, 5
inches).
Jay Konzem, Beloit junior. quali fied in the pole vault ( 15 feet. 6 inches).
Greg Lang, Vicioria freshman.
qualified in the long jump (23 feet)
and the 400 meters (50 .85 seconds).
Mike Seahorn. Leavenworth freshman, qualified in the triple jump (47
feet, 5 1/2 inches ).
Fred Retzlaff, Salina freshman,
quali fi ed in the pole vault (15 feet, 5
inches ).

a
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Dairy Queen Introduces :
new Blizzard flavors!

Dr. Kevorkian
Specialty Drinks

Served In Our
Ca.-;h
Prizes S~fal Test Tube,

Says...
Buy one
well drink
and get
the second
one
FREE!

Try a small
Blizzard for
only $1.19.
Sale ends March 17
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Alpha Kappa Psi
awarded trophy

BrtanAWaon
Staff writer

The Alpha Kappa Psi business fraternity and lhe Data lnfomiation Sys-

tems Club (DISC) were recipients of
the traveling trophy given by the
American Red Cross. The trophy was
due to their pan in the annual blood
drive that was held January 24 and 25.
Kevin Daneker, American Red
Cross donor resources consultant for
Northwest Kansas. presented the trophy Wednesday evening.
lbeceremonywas held in the Black
and Gold Room in the Memorial
Union .
Fon Hays State had been competing against Emporia State for the trophy. Both schools had estimated before the blood drive the number of
donors they hoped would tum out.
The school with the highest percentage of actual donors would win and
receive the trophy.
FHSU won by receiving 150 un its
of blood out of the projected 200 donors. Emporia State had a total of 162
unilS but had estimated thei.r total at
300 units.
Marci Mein, Liberal junior, who is
cochainnan for the service committee
of Alpha Kappa Psi, said, "Our committee did a lot of work putting up
about 80 posters around campus. We
JON GROSSMAN/ University LNder
sU!.rled in December workjng on the
Several members of the Alpha Kappa Pal business fraternity accept a trophy from Kevin Oonecker, American project. We promoted the drive
through the Hays Daily News, the
Red Cross Donor Consultant for northwest Kansas, for beating Emporia In this year's blood drive.

Bosnia/cont. from p. 3
last week refused to authorize a
convoy to Sarajevo for the first time
since l_ast November, Foa reported.
Usually four truck convoys enter
Sarajevo weekly. The airlift of supplies into Sarajevo was down again
Tuesday, the third time in seven days,
after a plane was shot c\t, she said,

SGA/from p.1
leaving the city with no source of food
supplies.
Food convoys continue to reach
Serb-encircled Muslim enclaves in
eastern Bosnia, said said, but added
that Serbs had inexplicably barred
medical supplies in recent days.

Faculty/cont. from p. 3
a day at lhe Kansas Legislature discussing higher education issues.
"Legislators don't really know what
we do. and don· t really care about it.
lt' s disappointing but true." he said.
•Discussed whether to support the
qualified admissions resolution which
SGA passed in October. The resolution would allow any high school
graduate to enter the university to
enroll in general education classes,
but students would have to meet speci-

Ca rd/from p.1

fied criteria before they could be

admitted to their college and take
classes toward their major.
The resolution was referred to the
Student Affairs Committee to gain
more infonnation.
•A motion regarding salary flexibility in hiring under-represented
faculty was passed. This motion required that any money designated
for faculty merit must be approved
by faculty senate before it can be
used for any other purposes.

office.
"Commerce Bank, established in
1865, has been a major provider of
financial services to college markets
throughout the mid west, and I'm certain this partnership marks the beginning of a long and fruitful relationship," Hammond said.
The bank will employ one fulltime and one part-time bank employee. The other employees will be
students paid by Commerce Bank
funds.
Tom Thomas. local Commerce
Bank president. said. "Commerce
Bank will work closely wi1h Total
Systems Services, Inc., in balancing
all debit account transactions made
through the use of the card.
said .
·1sS currently handles more than
The Commerce Bank branch will 40 million credit and debit card ac- ,
be located on the ~ond floor of the counts for financial institutions and
Memorial Union, in lhe old Student retailers nationwide."
Government Association office. and
Hammond said the card system is
will »erve as a full i.ervice bank. an an example of private industry and
imaging room. and an administrative public institutions working together.

Memorial Union. Forsyth Library.and
the loungeofMcMindes," John Ross.
director of the University Card Center. said.
Ross said. 'The UniversityofKansa~. Kansas State, and Wichita State
Uni\·ersity are looking at our program:·
Beginning April 10. student photographs will be taken. Advertisment
of time and location will appear in the
University wdcr.
AT&T has contributed nearly
~2.000 worth of card production
equipment. card stock. and marketing supplies to this project.
.. With this high technology. we
will have high touch by having a bank
located here on campus:· Hammond

The Sisters of
Alpha Gamma Delta
would like to welcome
their newest sisters
Jessie Rohen &
LisaNealy AA
into their family!

"J4

Legleiter Liquor
2001 Vine

36

Bud Bacardi Rollin& Rock
24 pack 750 ml 12 pk bottles
$12.99 $6.99
$6.99

would be in August of '96.
Concerning campus safety.
Hammond said, "We are very pleased
with the pannership that has existed
with the students over the last year in
helping, especially with the lighting."
The lighting Hammond was referring to was the new blinking red light
at the Jellison Bridge where several
automobile/pedestrian accidents have
occurred.
Warning tickets have been given
this past week in order to gel students
10 pay attention 10 the new light. Despite the new light, students keep going through the light without slopping.
Phil Covingtion. SGA vice president said it was rumored that $65
tickets will be issued for failure to
stop at the light beginning Monday .

"This endeavor is pan of our ongoing partnership with AT&T. which
dates back seven years when the company assisted with computerizing our
campus by donating a quarter of a
million dollars worth of equipment."
The announcement of this new
project came early for two reasons:
"One. that Total Systems Services.
Jnc. would be announcing their participation in this project in California
in two hours," Hammond said.
"And early registration for the fall
semester begins April 22. At early
registration 90 to 92 percent of our
students pre-enroll," Hammond said.
Commerce Bank will assist with
staffing the center, and Professional
Food Management has contrihuted
computer equipment for the center.

Leader. radio stations and the television station."
Doncker said, ..The goal was
for I00 units of blood per day hut
we fell short of that. Last
October's number of 179 donors
made us shoot a little higher in the
number of people donating. Unfortunately that didn't happen:·
AlthoughFHSUnumberswcre
not what they had anticipated it
was still good enough to win and
have first bragging rights to the
trophy. The combustion resumes
between the two schools next
October to see ifFHSU can keep
it here or if it travels to Emporia
State.
Sandy Glaze. Hays graduate
student and vice-president cf
DIS(::said, "We're all very happy
about receiving the trophy and
we'd like to keep it right here next
semester too."
The American Red Cross was
grateful for the work that both
clubs did during the blood drive.
Doneker said,"We appreciate
the suppon of Alpha Kappa Psi
and the DISC club, not only the
club members who donated blood.
but with helping to organize and
coordinate the event.
"We look forward to the fall
blood drive and hope we can keep
the trophy here at Fort Hays."
Next fall's blood drive will
take place Oct. 31 and Nov. I.

Annexation not to affect voting
Suaan K. Riggs

Staff wrtter

Editor's note: This is the second of
af<>u r pan series concerning the prornsal of annexing Fort Hays State
into rite city limits of Hays. Remaining topics include the effect.r on MUS·
ing utilities and tcues if the annexatim1 is passed.
Presently students have the choice
to continue voting in their hometown
or voting where they currently live.
This will not change if the annexation
of Fon Hays State is approved by the
Hays City Commission.
"If students wish to vote in Ellis
County they need to go to any outpos1, or my (Ellis County Clerk's)
office and register. They are eligible
to register if th1:y live in (Ellis)
coun ty," Peggy .'-1cCullick . Ellis
County Clerk, said.
Registration is required of all voters in the slate of Kansas.
Qualified persons may register at
their county election office or other
locations designated for re gistration.
In orderto vote in an election in the
city of Hays you must he a registered
voter in Ellis County.
Citizens may register by mai I. They
must contact their county election
officer by letter or telephone requesting an application.
When a registered voter changes
residence from one precinct to another or if a voter changes their name
and moves, a voter must re-register in
order to he eligible to vote at the ne,:t
elec tion.
A registered voter must re-regi ster

when they fail to vote in any two
consecutive November general elections .
The 1990 Federal Census lists the
city of Hays including the university
population as having 18,6 I6residents.
It further states that appro,:imately
3,700 Fo11 Hays Stale University students live in Hays or on campus.
Not all of the 3,700 students are
registered in Ellis county. instead they
are registered in their home county
and vote by absentee ballot.
If the entire population of students
li ving in Hays or on campus \'0ted. it
could change a lot of voting resul ts if
they united on one issue.
"In the city of Hays there are certain issues like ta;( increases. allocations, and creation of new city ordinances that affect students.
"A voli ng block as powerful a<;
that would certainly make an impact,··
James Dawson. vice president of student and institutional development,
said.
''In a mayor's race in Ellis the candidates tied. and the decision was decided right here in our office by the
flip of a coin. That show~ that every
vote is imponant," McCullick said.
"Each office in an election i~ different. Someone interested in running
for a position shou ld come in and file.
''They have to look at their background to decide if they feel that they
have qualities that would cm:ouragc
citi1.tns to vote for them for that position," McCullick said .
The books for reg1stra1ion of voters in Elli s county will clo<.e March 20
and will remain clo"cd until the day

following the City/School General
Election. April 4.
Voters wi ll be voting for commissioners and one amendment ballot.
This is to decide the adoption to
amend Section 3a of article 15 of the
constitution of the state of Kansas.
This amendment would authorize
legislation to be enacted to permit
games of instant bingo to be conducted by nonprofit organilations ,
Presently tickets may be purchased
for 25 or 50 cents in the Hays area
with an opportunity to win from $50
up to 5995 on some games.
If the amendment does not pass
nonprofi t organizations will have to
cease present sales.
Prior to March 20. several locations arc available other than the Ellis
county clerk·s office to register.
Those convenient to FHS U campus are the Hays Public Library. Hays
Social Rehabilitation office, Ellis
County Health Depanment, Hays
Legal Services.
"Many of these locations arc extending their hours to accommodate
those citi1.ens that arc not ahlc to
regiMer at their no rm al hours:·
McCullick said.
lfFHSU is annexed into the ci ty of
Hays For<;yth Library could request
to be a registration locati on.
Thi s would involve a telephone
call to the Ellis County Clerk·~office
requesting that they be an ourpmt.
McCullick said. "We have a table
<.et up at FHSU registration. to registe r new voters. and to ans~cr question\ for tho-.e citilens that have a
queqwn involving voting.

DINE IN - CARRYOUT· DEUVERY

MONDAY: $1.50 3302. BIG BEE
TUESDAY: $1 LONGNECKS

$1 1/3 LB. BURGERS 5 PM-l0PM
WEDNESDAY: $4 BIG WELLS
5 SHOTS IN A 3302. MUG
THURSDAY: 2 FER WELl.5/$2.50 PITCHERS
NO COVER
S.50 DRAWS EVERY FRIDAY

I COUPON
CHICKEN ENCHILADA
I
SUPREME
I A fresh flour tortilla filled with chicken breast,
1 cheddar cheese and sour cream, then topped
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GIANT TACO
SUPREME

-I

I
I
I

A giant size taco shell filled wfth seasonBd mBBt,
lettuce, sour cream, and cheddar cheese, then
I
wrapped in a bean filled flour tortilla.

THIS SATURDAY

"SIT ON YOUR A __ AND DRINK BASS "

TRY AN IMPORT BEER FROM ENGLAND.
DOMESTIC BEER $3.00 PITCHERS
DART TOURNAMENT EVERY SUNDAY
207W.10th

THE SECOND ONE AT HALF PRICE
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BUY ONE AT REGULAR PRICE, GET
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